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Film historian James Chapman has mined Hitchcock's own papers to investigate fully
for the first time the spy thrillers of the world's most famous filmmaker. Hitchcock made
his name as director of the spy movie. He returned repeatedly to the genre from the
British classics of the 1930s, including The 39 Steps and The Lady Vanishes, through
wartime Hollywood films Foreign Correspondent and Saboteur to the Cold War tracts
North by Northwest, Torn Curtain and his unmade film The Short Night. Chapman's
close reading of these films demonstrates the development of Hitchcock's own style as
well as how the spy genre as a whole responded to changing political and cultural
contexts from the threat of Nazism in the 1930s and 40s to the atom spies and double
agents of the post-war world.
Making substantial use of new and underexplored archive resources that provide a
wealth of information and insight on the period in question, this book offers a fresh
perspective on the major resurgence of creativity and international appeal experienced
by British cinema in the 1960s
The first detailed examination of the place of pop music film in British cinema, Stephen
Glynn explores the interpenetration of music and cinema in an economic, social and
aesthetic context through case studies ranging from Cliff Richard to The Rolling Stones,
and from The Beatles to Plan B.
British children's films have played a part in the childhoods of generations of young
people around the world for over a century. Until now, however, their cherished status
has remained largely unexplored. In this book, Noel Brown relates the history of
children's cinema in Britain from the early years of commercial cinema to the present
day, to reveal the reasons behind its acclaim in international popular culture.Drawing on
multiple sources, Brown provides in-depth analysis of a range of iconic films, including
The Railway Children, The Thief of Bagdad, Bugsy Malone, the Harry Potter films,Mary
Poppins, Nanny McPhee, Paddington, Oliver!, and Aardman's Wallace and Gromit
series. Futhermore, he investigates industrial and commercial contexts, such as the
role of the Children's Film Foundation; and includes revealing insights on changing
social and cultural norms, such as the once-sacred tradition of Saturday morning
cinema. Brown challenges common prejudices that children's films are inherently
shallow or simplistic, revealing the often complex strategies that underpin their enduring
appeal to audiences of all ages and backgrounds.In addition, he shows how the films
allow a privileged access to historic cultures and the nation's political past. In doing so,
Brown firmly establishes children's cinema as an important genre not only for students
and scholars of film studies but also for those interested in socio-cultural history, the
production and reception of popular entertainment and anyone looking for
entertainment, escapism and nostalgia.
Cult Film as a Guide to Life investigates the world and experience of cult films, from
well-loved classics to the worst movies ever made. Including comprehensive studies of
cult phenomena such as trash films, exploitation versions, cult adaptations, and case
studies of movies as different as Showgirls, Room 237 and The Lord of the G-Strings,
this lively, provocative and original book shows why cult films may just be the perfect
guide to making sense of the contemporary world. Using his expertise in two fields, I.Q.
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Hunter also explores the important overlap between cult film and adaptation studies. He
argues that adaptation studies could learn a great deal from cult and fan studies about
the importance of audiences' emotional investment not only in texts but also in the
relationships between them, and how such bonds of caring are structured over time.
The book's emergent theme is cult film as lived experience. With reference mostly to
American cinema, Hunter explores how cultists, with their powerful emotional
investment in films, care for them over time and across numerous intertexts in
relationships of memory, nostalgia and anticipation.
Saucy, rude and vulgar—the 31 Carry On films remain an important part of the history of
British cinematic and low brow comedy. In this book, Gerrard discusses the Carry On
roots in the music halls of the Victorians and the saucy seaside postcards of Donald
McGill. Made in post-war Britain, these films reflect a remarkable period of social
change as the British Empire faded and a nation learned to laugh at itself. Nothing was
sacred to the Carry On team. James Bond and Cleopatra were mercilessly lampooned,
Miss World competitions and toilet factories came in for a cinematic pasting, while Sid
James’ laugh, Barbara Windsor’s wiggle, Kenneth Williams’ flared nostrils and
Charles Hawtrey’s “Oh, hello!” became synonymous with laughter, merriment and fun.
Gerrard’s work examines the Carry On films as part of a wider canvas linking both their
heritage and tradition to the contextual world they mirrored. The Carry On Films is an
essential read for Carry On fans the country through.“div>Ding dong! Carry On!/div
Following the release of Ridley Scott's Gladiator in 2000 the ancient world epic has
experienced a revival in studio and audience interest. Building on existing scholarship
on the Cold War epics of the 1950s-60s, including Ben-Hur, Spartacus and The Robe,
this original study explores the current cycle of ancient world epics in cinema within the
social and political climate created by September 11th 2001. Examining films produced
against the backdrop of the War on Terror and subsequent invasions of Iraq and
Afghanistan, this book assesses the relationship between mainstream cinema and
American society through depictions of the ancient world, conflict and faith. Davies
explores how these films evoke depictions of the Second World War, the Vietnam War
and the Western in portraying warfare in the ancient world, as well as discussing the
influence of genre hybridisation, narration and reception theory. He questions the extent
to which ancient world epics utilise allegory, analogy and allusion to parallel past and
present in an industry often dictated by market forces. Featuring analysis of Alexander,
Troy, 300, Centurion, The Eagle, The Passion of the Christ and more, this book offers
new insight on the continued evolution of the ancient world epic in cinema.
Probes the secret of the secret agent James Bond's success, peruses all thirteen thrillers in
which he has appeared, and swings out at the critics of the late Ian Fleming.
Official, original James Bond from a writer described by Len Deighton as a 'master storyteller'.
She is beautiful. She is Russian. And she is very, very dangerous. Once Xenia worked for the
KGB. But her new master is Janus, a powerful and ambitious Russian leader who no longer
cares about ideology. Janus's ambitions are money and power: his normal business methods
include theft and murder. And he has just acquired Goldeneye, a piece of high-tech space
technology with the power to destroy or corrupt the West's financial markets. But Janus has
underestimated his most determined enemy: James Bond.
This book explores the work of the British Board of Film Censors in the 1970s. Throughout the
decade this unelected organisation set standards of acceptability and determined what could
and what could not be shown on British cinema screens. Controversial texts like A Clockwork
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Orange (1971), Straw Dogs (1971), The Devils (1971) and Life of Brian (1979) have been used
to draw attention to the way in which the BBFC operated in the 1970s. While it is true to say
that these films encountered major classification problems, what of the hundreds of other films
being classified at the same time? Did all films struggle with the British censors in this period,
and can these famous examples be fitted into broader patterns of censorship policy and
practice? In studying over 250 film files from the BBFC archive, this work reveals how 1970s
films such as Vampire Circus (1971), Confessions of a Window Cleaner (1974) and Carry on
Emmannuelle (1978) also ran into trouble with the film censor. This work explores the complex
process of negotiation and compromise which affected all film submissions in the 1970s and
the way in which the BBFC actively, and often sympathetically, negotiated with film directors,
producers and distributors to assign the correct category to each film. The lack of any defined
formal censorship policy in this period allowed the BBFC to work alongside the film industry
and push cultural, social and artistic boundaries; however it also left the Board open to
accusations of favouritism, subjectivity and personal bias. This work is not simply a study of
controversial films and contentious issues, but rather engages with wider issues of changing
permission, legal struggles, the influence of the media and the legislative and governmental
controls which both helped and hindered the BBFC in this important post-war decade. The
focus on historical and archival research offers a great deal to scholars from associated
disciplines including history, social policy, media and communictaions and politics.
In order to rid the British Secret Service of "Le Chiffre," a lethal Soviet operative with a
weakness for gambling, James Bond is to bankrupt him in a French casino, but the secret
agent's cards are not cooperating.
Film Distributors are the unsung heroes of cinema. Without them, the film industry would grind
to a halt. Drawing on the archives of the Film Distributors' Association (FDA), as well as on
interviews with leading British distributors of today, Delivering Dreams tells the, largely
unacknowledged, story of how films were, and are, brought to British cinema-goers. It profiles
some of the most flamboyant and controversial figures involved in UK distribution over the last
100 years, ranging from the founders of huge companies to visionaries who have launched
small art house labels. Geoffrey MacNab also explores how the sector has reacted to a rapidly
changing market and technological environment, from the transition to sound in the late 1920s
to the spectre of TV in the 1950s and the move to digital in the 2000s. Ranging from the films
of Charlie Chaplin to The King's Speech, and published to coincide with the centenary of the
FDA's creation in December 1915, this book highlights the crucial role that distributors have
played in maintaining the solid foundations of the British film industry.
Geoffrey Robertson led students in the ’60s to demand an end to racism and censorship. He
went on to become a top human rights advocate, saving the lives of many death-row inmates,
freeing dissidents and taking on tyrants in a career marked by courage, determination and a
fierce independence. In this witty, honest and sometimes irreverent memoir, he recalls battles
on behalf of George Harrison and Julian Assange, Salman Rushdie and Václav Havel, Mike
Tyson and the Sex Pistols, and battles against General Pinochet, Lee Kuan Yew and Mrs
Thatcher (the true story of Spycatcher is told for the first time). Interspersed with these forensic
fireworks is the story of a pimply schoolboy from a state comprehensive, inspired by a banned
book to become a barrister at the Old Bailey and who went on to found the UK’s leading
human rights practice (Doughty Street Chambers) and to defend troublemakers throughout the
world. Rather His Own Man captures the drama of the trial, the thrill of victory and the feeling
of ‘courtus interruptus’ when a big case settles. Its cast of characters includes Princess
Diana, Pee-Wee Herman, Dame Edna, the Queen and Rupert – the bear and the media
mogul. It’s a read that is both exhilarating and erudite – and very funny.
This book examines the relationship that exists between fantasy cinema and the medium of
animation. Animation has played a key role in defining our collective expectations and
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experiences of fantasy cinema, just as fantasy storytelling has often served as inspiration for
our most popular animated film and television. Bringing together contributions from worldrenowned film and media scholars, Fantasy/Animation considers the various historical,
theoretical, and cultural ramifications of the animated fantasy film. This collection provides a
range of chapters on subjects including Disney, Pixar, and Studio Ghibli, filmmakers such as
Ralph Bakshi and James Cameron, and on film and television franchises such as
Dreamworks’ How To Train Your Dragon (2010–) and HBO’s Game of Thrones (2011–).

This official history of the British Board of Film Classification (BBFC) draws on
unprecedented access to the BBFC's archives to trace 100 years of film classification,
with contributions from leading film critics and historians and case studies of
controversial films such as Battleship Potemkin and A Clockwork Orange.
James Bond entered the world in 1953 with the novel Casino Royale by Ian Fleming.
Since then, the British secret agent codenamed 007 has become the biggest media
phenomenon of the modern age, surpassing and outlasting previous cultural icons such
as Sherlock Holmes, Tarzan and The Saint. Bond has conquered all forms of media from books, films and radio to comic strips and video games - while inspiring a tidal
wave of merchandise and a legion of imitators. Although the world has changed almost
beyond recognition since his debut, his continuing relevance is affirmed by the multiple
generations who have thrilled to his exploits. This book for the first time provides the full
enthralling story of how the espionage fantasies of a rather melancholy journalist came
to captivate the world. It exposes the setbacks behind the triumphs, from Fleming’s
increasing boredom with his own creation to regular crises over re-casting of the
cinematic Bond and legal battles in the 1990s that almost destroyed the film franchise.
With the help of Bond scholars, Fleming intimates, Bond film crew and others, James
Bond: The Secret History shows how the man with the Licence to Kill overcame every
hurdle to become the greatest fantasy hero of all time. With a foreword by Jeremy Duns
Think you know everything there is to know about Hammer Films, the fabled "Studio
that Dripped Blood?" The lowdown on all the imperishable classics of horror, like The
Curse of Frankenstein, Horror of Dracula and The Devil Rides Out? What about the
company's less blood-curdling back catalog? What about the musicals, comedies and
travelogues, the fantasies and historical epics--not to mention the pirate adventures?
This lavishly illustrated encyclopedia covers every Hammer film and television
production in thorough detail, including budgets, shooting schedules, publicity and
more, along with all the actors, supporting players, writers, directors, producers,
composers and technicians. Packed with quotes, behind-the-scenes anecdotes, credit
lists and production specifics, this all-inclusive reference work is the last word on this
cherished cinematic institution.
Provides a historical analysis of the James Bond films by examining the popularity of
the series through a political and cultural perspective.
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their
analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture.
The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to question
whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes
the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney
Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality
merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the
other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with
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difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches to the
assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to the theoretical
perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the
movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material,
showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.
Looks at the serial murders in Britain from the 'gay murders' of Michael Copeland in
1960 to the Ipswich murders of 2006. This work follows events from a social and victimrelated perspective. It also covers the following killers' victims: The Ipswich murders of
2006, Peter Sutcliffe (The Yorkshire Ripper), Dennis Nilsen, and Harold Shipman.
Fan Phenomena: James Bond explores the devoted fanbase that has helped make
Bond what he is, offering a serious but wholly accessible take on the many different
ways that fans have approached, appreciated, and appropriated Bond over the sixty
years of his existence from the pages of Ian Fleming’s novels to the screen. The book
reveals a fan culture that is richly aware of the history and complexity of the character
of Bond and what he represents.
Updated to include the road to Bond 25For over 50 years, Albert R. Broccoli’s Eon
Productions has navigated the ups and downs of the volatile British film industry, enduring both
critical wrath and acclaim in equal measure for its now legendary James Bond series. Latterly,
this family-run business has been crowned with box office gold and recognised by motion
picture academies around the world. However, it has not always been plain sailing.Changing
financial regimes forced 007 to relocate to France and Mexico; changing fashions and politics
led to box office disappointments; and changing studio regimes and business disputes all but
killed the franchise. And the rise of competing action heroes has constantly questioned Bond’s
place in popular culture.But against all odds the filmmakers continue to wring new life from the
series, and 2012’s Skyfall saw both huge critical and commercial success, crowning 007 as
the undisputed king of the action genre. Now, with Daniel Craig back for a fifth turn as Ian
Fleming’s spy in October 2019, Bond’s reign shows no signs of diminishing.Some Kind of
Hero recounts this remarkable story, from its origins in the early fifties right through to the
present day, and draws on over a hundred unpublished interviews with the cast and crew of
this iconic series.
This third edition of British Culture is the complete introduction to culture and the arts in Britain
today. Extensively illustrated and offering a wider range of topics than ever before, David P.
Christopher identifies and analyses key areas in language, literature, film, TV, social media,
popular music, sport and other fields, setting each one in a clear, historical context. British
Culture enables students of British society to understand and enjoy a fascinating range of
contemporary arts through an examination of current trends, such as the influence of business
and commerce, the effects of globalization and the spread of digital communications. This new
edition features: fully revised and updated chapters analyzing a range of key areas within
British culture new chapters on cyberculture, heritage and festivals extracts from novels and
plays. This student-friendly edition also strengthens reading and study skills through follow-up
activities, weblinks and suggestions for further research. David P. Christopher's book is an
engaging analysis of contemporary life and arts and, together with its companion website
(www.routledge.com/cw/christopher), is essential reading for every student of modern Britain.
Nigel Yates brings together the religious and social dimensions of the 1950s and 60s and
examines the enormous changes in moral attitudes that took place in these two decades.
Much of the popular literature on post-war Britain tends to present the 1950s as a period of
continuing repression and respectability in the area of private and public morality, and the
1960s as one in which there was rapid social change. Using a wide range of contemporary
sources - books (including novels), magazines, newspapers, advertising, fashion catalogues,
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films and television, as well as a number of significant archive collections - Nigel Yates argues
that changes in attitudes to religion and morality in the 1960s were only made possible by
developments in the 1950s.
From exclusive interviews with director Ken Russell and new interviews with cast, crew, and
historians, comes this examination of the beautifully blasphemous film "The Devils." Based on
historical fact, this controversial 1971 film is about an oversexed priest and a group of sexually
repressed nuns in 17th-century France and the ensuing trials and exorcisms that followed.
Detailing the production and the personalities of two of cinema's great eccentrics, director Ken
Russell and star Oliver Reed, Crouse delves deeper to explore the aftermath of the film.
Chiefly, the question asked is "How can a movie by one of the most famous filmmakers in the
world end up banned, edited, and ignored by the company that owns it?"
Seventies British Cinema provides a comprehensive re-evaluation of British film in the 1970s.
The decade has long been written off in critical discussions as a 'doldrums' period in British
cinema, perhaps because the industry, facing near economic collapse, turned to 'unacceptable'
low culture genres such as sexploitation comedies or extreme horror. The contributors to this
new collection argue that 1970s cinema is ripe for reappraisal: giving serious critical attention
to populist genre films, they also consider the development of a British art cinema in the work
of Derek Jarman and Peter Greenaway, and the beginnings of an independent sector fostered
by the BFI Production Board and producers like Don Boyd. A host of highly individual directors
managed to produce interesting and cinematically innovative work against the odds, from
Nicolas Roeg to Ken Russell to Mike Hodges. As well as providing a historical and cinematic
context for understanding Seventies cinema, the volume also features chapters addressing
Hammer horror, the Carry On films, Bond films of the Roger Moore period, Jubilee and other
films that responded to Punk rock; heritage cinema and case studies of key seventies films
such as The Wicker Man and Straw Dogs. In all, the book provides the final missing piece in
the rediscovery of British cinema's complex and protean history. Contributors: Ruth Barton,
James Chapman, Ian Conrich, Wheeler Winston Dixon, Christophe Dupin, Steve Gerrard,
Sheldon Hall I. Q. Hunter, James Leggott, Claire Monk, Paul Newland, Dan North, Robert
Shail, Justin Smith and Sarah Street.
The Bond movies remain the longest continually running film series in movie history. As the
over 1 billion dollar worldwide take of last year’s Skyfall showed, James Bond remains an
iconic and beloved franchise. While there have been other actors that have taken on the
coveted role of James Bond, one of the most renowned and beloved 007s, is the charming and
charismatic Sir Roger Moore. To celebrate these films and their cultural heritage, Roger Moore
has written a book that features all the Bond movies, along with a wonderfully witty account of
his own involvement in them. From the girls to the villains, the cars to the cocktails, the
gadgets, locations and everything else, this beautiful book is illustrated with hundreds of iconic
images from all the films plus many previously unseen photos from the Bond archive. This is
the ultimate James Bond book, written by the ultimate insider, with all the affection and good
humor Moore brought to the role. It is the perfect gift for all fans of these much loved films
Media & Entertainment Law presents a contemporary analysis of the law relating to the media
and entertainment industries both in terms of its practical application and its theoretical
framework, providing a broad and comprehensive coverage of these fast changing branches of
the law. Fully restructured to complement how media law is taught today in the digital age, this
third edition explores recent updates in the law including the outcomes of the Google Spain
case and the ‘right to be forgotten’, the use of drones in breach of privacy laws, internet libel
and the boundaries of media freedom and press regulation following the Leveson inquiry.
Media & Entertainment Law uses the most up-to-date authorities to explore privacy and
confidentiality subjects, such as the Prince Charles 'black spider' letters, the Maximilian
Schrems and the celebrity superinjunction PJS v Newsgroup Newspapers cases. The book
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also covers defamation, contempt of court and freedom of information, plus Scots law. New to
this edition: A brand new chapter is dedicated to exploring technology and the media, including
contemporary issues such as the dark web, the surveillance state, internet censorship and the
law and social media, including bloggers, vloggers and tweeters. The chapters on regulatory
authorities have been expanded to provide greater clarification and explanation of
broadcasting, press and advertising regulation, including the protection of journalistic sources
and comparisons with EU Law. The chapter on intellectual property and entertainment law has
been streamlined to match media law courses more effectively. This text provides students
with detailed coverage of the key principles, cases and legislation as well as a critical analysis
of this vibrant subject.

Covers Academy Award-nominated special effects movies from 1929 through 1984.
Exhaustive, never-before-published production and cast credits; and release dates,
shooting locations, running times, photographic processes, sound systems. The history
of the special effects award is presented, along with the problems or triumphs of each
film. All scientific, technical, and special achievement awards are for the first time fully
detailed, winners and also-rans. Coverage includes, just for example, Star Wars,
Raiders of the Lost Ark, Gone with the Wind, E.T., Close Encounters, and King Kong.
Lists all nominations.
Why and how film and video censorship has developed in Britain since the birth of the
domestic video industry in 1979.
Notes.
First published in 2012. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
This book is the first of its kind to trace the development of one of the largest and most
important companies in British cinema history, EMI Films. From 1969 to its eventual
demise in 1986, EMI would produce many of the key works of seventies and eighties
British cinema, ranging from popular family dramas like The Railway Children (Lionel
Jeffries, 1970) through to critically acclaimed arthouse successes like Britannia Hospital
(Lindsay Anderson, 1982). However, EMI’s role in these productions has been
recorded only marginally, as footnotes in general histories of British cinema. The
reasons for this critical neglect raise important questions about the processes involved
in the creation of cultural canons and the definition of national culture. This book argues
that EMI’s amorphous nature as a transnational film company has led to its omission
from this history and makes it an ideal subject to explore the ‘limits’ of British cinema.
This reference work contains entries on every film made by Hammer Films, a British
studio renowned for its horror films of the 1950s, 60s, and 70s. In addition, entries on
people—directors, writers, producers, etc.—who have worked with the studio, as well as
the stars associated with the studio, notably Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing.
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